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July 20, 2019 

Dear Minister; 

I write to you today to ask that you reverse significant cuts to Legal Aid Clinics budgets. Cuts to Legal Aid 
immediately affected its ability to fund Specialized and Community clinics, denying Ontario’s most 
marginalized access to justice.  

Since being elected as an MPP representing Toronto-Danforth I have had the pleasure to work with the 
Legal Aid Ontario funded, Injured Workers Community Legal Clinic, located in my constituency, but 
serving Ontario workers province wide. A more tireless, impactful, and dedicated group of professionals, 
I have not seen. I know that four of ten staff members have been laid-off from the Danforth Ave. clinic 
already. They are professionals losing employment. How will that skillset be replaced? The IWCLC’s 
ability to improve the lives of injured workers and their families is being lost. Three worker-centred legal 
clinics provincially have had to refuse new client intake due to a lack of capacity.  Where will clients 
turn? This is very complex and specific legal work; work that past Conservative governments understood 
as critically important. 

On July 8, 2019, I hosted a local public meeting attended by dozens of clients IWCLC of and Ontario 
Network of Injured Workers' Groups (ONIWG) and their family members.  Heart wrenching and visceral 
impact statements of workers inability to find justice prior to accessing this clinic; gratitude, salvation, 
admiration, and feelings of community while being represented by the clinic; and now desperation, fear, 
and uncertainty knowing that the future for injured workers’ representation will not be served. Justice 
denied is not justice. Person after person stated that clinic staff, its workshops, its education and 
outreach were lifelines. In fact, several said the IWCLC was their life saver, literally life savers.  

This clinic provides strong unceasing support, advocacy for its clients and disabled workers province 
wide. Its ongoing Injured Workers Speakers School, for example, has been a mainstay of the IWCLC for 
decades. I have attended several of Toronto events, and know Sarnia, Hamilton, Waterloo, Windsor, and 
Thunder Bay have also hosted the IWSS, and through mentorship of the Injured Workers Consultants, 
developed their own, similar workshop series.   



 

 

 

 

 

The direct result of the cuts to  legal aid services and clinics have become only too real as low-income 
and vulnerable Ontarians start being turned away from free services.  Concrete, front line cuts come 
with terrible consequences and mean people, unable to afford a private lawyer, will be denied justice in 
Ontario's courts. 

You, Minister, understand the importance and value work has to individuals, and can surmise the 
impacts on one who cannot work. I am sure you have heard from many of these people and others with 
similar life experiences and felt their despair. Some of the attendees of my July 8th meeting came to your 
constituency office the next afternoon - I trust you and your staff were able to receive and later read 
their messages.  Minister, your stated mandate reads: 

The Ministry of the Attorney General is responsible for providing a fair and accessible justice system, 
which reflects the needs of the diverse communities it serves across government and the province. It 
strives to manage the justice system in an equitable, affordable and accessible way throughout the 
province. 

I urge that you reverse course and stop your cuts. Reduced budgets to critically important clinics work 
against the job of Ministry of the Attorney General by making justice inaccessible. Again, I reiterate, 
Justice denied is not justice at all.  Thank you for your immediate attention to this critical matter.  Please 
feel free to reach out to myself, the Clinics impacted, and their clients if you need additional 
information. 

 
Sincerely, 

 
Peter Tabuns, MPP 
Toronto-Danforth 
 


